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Lipson and Laira is a hillside suburb with attractive Victorian houses and leafy streets sitting alongside later housing 
development. The neighbourhood benefits from attractive views over the River Plym. The area is cut through by the railway 
network and, together with the steep hills, restricts walking distances and access for residents.

Lipson and Laira is a predominately residential neighbourhood with a wide range of green space. However, there are several 
shortcomings related to a lack of employment, the way the train line breaks up the neighbourhood and lots of hilly areas. 
If these issues were addressed, together with improving more facilities and shops, the neighbourhood could achieve higher 
levels of activity and better links with other neighbourhoods.

WhAt We hAve fOuND Out AbOut yOuR cOmmuNIty
The neighbourhood has a low level of economic  ■
activity. The neighbourhood’s limited jobs are largely 
held by people who live locally.

Public transport access to the neighbourhood is  ■
insufficient. This was reflected in the results of a public 
consultation which revealed poor links between 
the neighbourhood and both the City Centre and 
Derriford.

The cluster of shops along the Old Laira Road (Lipson  ■
Vale) has had five of its eight retail units continuously 
vacant for the past four years. This contributes to and 
is a symptom of the area’s limited economic activity.

There are large parts of the neighbourhood that  ■
are not within walking distance of services such 
as shopping facilities, a GP or a post office. In fact, 
residents have to travel some of the longest distances 
in Plymouth for these services. This problem is not 
helped by the large hills, which makes local shops less 
sustainable. 

The neighbourhood has a limited number of  ■
community facilities and lacks a community centre. 
Public consultation also revealed a lack of things for 
young people to do. For example, there are a lack 
of play areas in the north-eastern corner of the 
neighbourhood. 

Several of the neighbourhood’s green spaces are not  ■
of an acceptable quality. 

The number of houses in multiple occupation is of  ■
concern in certain communities, particularly those 
close to the City Centre and University.

The neighbourhood suffers from some poor public  ■
spaces and lacks a sense of place. One fifth of the land 
is devoted to roads or rail lines. as the train tracks 
form a clear divide. There is also poor provision for 
pedestrians and cyclists.

WhAt DO yOu thINk? 
Find out about events and make your comments at www.plymouth.gov.uk/ldf from 16 February to 30 March 2011



Is there a need for and potential to 
improve connections across railway line? 

Laira Emplacement Military
Road.  How could this site be
better incorporated into the
neighbourhood?  If it were to
remain as green space, what
enhancements could be made?

Potential improvements 
to Lipson Park as part 
of planning permission
for land at Prince 
Maurice Road?

Scaffolding yard Old Laira Road has
planning permission granted for 12 flats.

Land at Prince Maurice 
Road. Planning
Permission granted for
74 units, mixture of 
flats and houses.

Former St Augustines Church, 
Alexandra Road in Mutley and
Greenbank has planning 
permission for 85 units 
of student accommodation.

Potential improvements to
Trefusis Park as part of planning
permission for land at Prince
Maurice Road?

Is there a need for
a footway/crossing
in these locations? 

Lipson Vale Local Centre
Is there potential for mixed use 
residential/community development on
former Astor Community Centre Site?

LL??
This symbol represents
the green spaces in the
neighbourhood.

Please identify which green spaces 
are of importance to you and why?

Have we missed any green spaces?

LL??
Do you consider the shopping 
facilities in this neighbourhood are
adequate?  If not let us know what
needs to be changed.  
For example, do you feel that the
centres are safe and attractive?

LL??
Should consideration be given to 
including the neighbourhood within 
an area of control for Houses in 
Multiple Occupation?                

Improve awareness of and 
review improvement options
for historic fortifications?
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If you would like this leaflet in an alternative format please call 01752 305477

ObjectIveS We thINk cOuLD 
guIDe futuRe chANgeS IN 
LIPSON AND LAIRA

Provide a range of housing types and tenures.  ■
Provision of mixed use developments which 
could create groups of local facilities to serve the 
neighbourhood and address the lack of an identifiable 
accessible centre in the north eastern part of the 
neighbourhood.

Retain and improve local employment opportunities.  ■

Enhance existing public open spaces by improving  ■
access, boundaries, entrances, quality and design of 
green spaces. Investigate opportunities to create new 
play areas.

Retain important green spaces. Let us know which  ■
areas you think should be protected. 

Improve accessibility for all types of travel, in particular  ■
public transport links to key employment locations and 
improve links in the north east of the neighbourhood. 
Maintain the vital existing services to the City Centre 
and to Plympton.

Encourage the use of sustainable transport modes,  ■
together with improvements to the street layout such 
as breaking down the existing barriers to pedestrian/
cycle movement across the main routes.

A gLImPSe Of WhAt thIS mIght 
meAN

No specific development opportunities have been  ■
identified as part of the Strategic Housing Land 
Availability Assessment.

The former Astor Community Centre site may  ■
provide an opportunity to create both a community 
resource and extra housing. 

The ratio of jobs to neighbourhood residents is low  ■
and Lipson and Laira’s isolation poses a challenge for 
increasing growth. This, taken together with the poor 
provision for shopping, GP services, and postal services, 
suggests that new residential developments should 
consider improving these services to create jobs. 

The importance of the University and the benefits  ■
from its student population is acknowledged. However, 
the impact of high numbers of student properties on 
the life of existing communities must be recognised 
Consideration should be given to including the 
neighbourhood within an area of control for houses in 
multiple occupation.

Public transport links between the neighbourhood and  ■
key employment locations such as the City Centre and 
Derriford should be enhanced, given the importance 
of public transport for local residents and the limited 
provision of local facilities.

gLOSSARy

Local centre - a small number of shops and facilities 
that are generally used by people living in walking 
distance.

houses in multiple occupation - houses that are 
rented as separate rooms or flats, often for students.

The potential of the group of shops along the Old  ■
Laira Road should be investigated with the idea of 
redeveloping should the opportunity arise. To make 
it more successful as a retail and residential area 
the vacant retail units could be used as community 
facilities.

The provision of play facilities should be increased in  ■
the north east corner of the neighbourhood which is 
quite isolated from the rest of the area.

Improvements to the area’s green spaces are required.  ■
A set of priorities should be developed to determine 
what would make the biggest impact.

Although a challenge, every opportunity should be  ■
taken to make the neighbourhood’s public areas 
better connected by improving links across roads and 
railway tracks. In addition, new development should be 
accompanied by making the road network safer and 
more attractive to cyclists and pedestrians.

No decisions have been made on any changes 
to the neighbourhood. We want to hear from 
communities about what they want in their 
areas.


